make-up stars
where you will learn to shine

COURSE DETAILS 2019
ABOUT MAKE-UP STARS

Make-up Stars branches are in Cape Town (Sea Point), Durban (Hillcrest) and Gauteng (Northcliff and Centurion)

WHAT WE HAVE TO SAY

We run a boutique make-up school catering for those who have specific make-up needs. Our courses mainly focus on fashion and bridal make-up. We keep our classes small and our teaching techniques are detailed and concise. All recap lessons are free of charge. For some classes models are required to practice the techniques (friends and family) we do have a database of students who sit as models for a nominal fee. We make suggestions regarding students make-up kits based on their specific needs.

We are not a crewing agency or styling agency and therefore don’t find work for students after the course. We do however provide detailed notes for students pertaining to the fashion industry (photo shoots) and bridal make-up industry, focusing on how to find work as a make-up artist. Part and Full Time Make-up Course students also receive lectures on this subject.

If Part Time and Full Time students would like to work in the retail cosmetics industry we offer assistance and provide a letter of recommendation. If students would like to arrange a portfolio shoot after their course we can assist with this (on request).

Our school tends to cater for dynamic, self-sufficient people who want to train intensively in a reasonable length of time.

MAKE-UP KITS

Make-up Stars do not include student kits in the course fees. Students can use all of our make-up during the courses. With this arrangement students get to work with a wide variety of products and can decide which items will work best for their unique kit. Each student has different kit requirements and it’s therefore more suitable and practical to offer each student a kit that actually works for the type of make-up they decide to specialise in. We introduce students to professional make-up brands, students will need to show each make-up brand their certificate in order to qualify for the student discount. (10% discount) We do sell specialised make-up products, the items that we don’t sell can be bought from specialised stockist or in store. If our students would like our help with designing their make-up kit we are happy to assist and suggest suitable items that will suit the type of make-up they will be doing after their course. In a nut shell we can offer you kit options but in the end you choose what you would like in your kit.
COURSES AVAILABLE

- 2, 4 and 8 Day Intensive Make-up Courses
- Part Time Intensive Make-up Courses
- Full Time Intensive Make-up Courses
- Advanced Intensive Make-up Courses
- Hairstyling Courses
- Private Intensive Make-up Lessons

PLEASE NOTE: FOR COURSE DATES PLEASE VISIT OUR LIVE WEBSITE
2 AND 4 DAY
INTENSIVE MAKE-UP
COURSE

Available in Cape Town, Johannesburg, Pretoria, and Durban

These courses are designed for those who would like a hands on, up-to-date, short make-up course.

These courses are especially popular with those already involved in the beauty, fashion or hair industry, as it is an inspiring up to the minute refresher. It is also popular for applicants who would like an overall introduction to the art of make-up.

The syllabus for the 2 and 4 day course is similar, however the 4 Day Course students do advance their technique more after day 2.

THE SYLLABUS

- Professional products, tools and hygiene
- Designing your make-up kit
- The basic application that includes all the steps of applying make-up: primer, foundation, concealer, powder, defining eyebrows, eye shadow application, eye-liner, mascara, blusher, lips * 4 Day Course students learn variations on the basic application
- Learn how to apply make-up onto mature skin
- Fashion photographic make-up techniques – including smoky eyes and creative applications including make-up for catwalk and fashion magazines * 4 Day Course students get more time to focus on these looks
- Blending techniques – using brushes, fingers and sponges
- Eyebrow shaping and pencil art *4 Day Course students have the time to master eyebrows shaping and defining the eyebrows
- Creating illusion with make-up
- Detailed notes are provided on bridal make-up and photo shoots: learn about the industry + how to find work as a make-up artist
- Natural and more dramatic applications – suitable for bridal, special occasions and shoots. We also include Indian bridal make-up (which is different to standard bridal make-up)
- False lashes – individual/full sets, using liquid liner
- Use of unique professional products: primers, cream eye shadow, Liquid eye shadows, shadow magnets etc.
- The power of contouring – 4 Day Course students
8 DAY INTENSIVE MAKE-UP COURSE

Available in Cape Town, Johannesburg, Pretoria and Durban

Students who do have the time and would like to take their skill to another level can sign up for the 8 Day Course.

More in depth training is provided on this course. Period make-up - 1920s to 1990s and fashion make-up (current looks) are covered in detail. These techniques are advanced and it takes the students skill to another level (Part and Full Time Courses also cover period make-up).

Students can request areas they would like to focus on during these classes. Speed tests also take place to ensure that application is not only quick enough, but also applied to a high standard.

Models are required on the 8 day course.

THE SYLLABUS

- Professional products, tools and hygiene
- Designing your make-up kit
- Fashion photographic make-up techniques – including creative applications
- Blending techniques – using brushes, fingers and sponges
- Eyebrow shaping and pencil art
- Creating illusion with make-up
- Colour theory
- Speed test
- Day and evening applications – suitable for bridal, special occasion, shoots etc.
- False lashes – individual and full set
- Highlighting/corrective techniques/colour correcting
- Notes provided: learn about the industry + how to find work as a make-up artist, for bridal make-up work and photo shoots
- Bridal, special occasion, fashion
- Period make-up from 1920 to present day
- The power of contouring
PART TIME INTENSIVE MAKE-UP COURSES

Available in Cape Town, Johannesburg, Pretoria and Durban

These courses are offered to those who would like to study fashion and bridal make-up in depth.

Lectures on how to find work as a make-up artist – for bridal work and photo shoots are included during the Part Time Courses. Notes are also provided. Please note: if you live in a smaller town there is not really a market for photo shoots and you will need to focus your skill on bridal, special occasion and make over lessons for ladies.

Time is spent developing students techniques, this is a natural process as students are with us for many lessons and we have the time to get to know each student and guide them accordingly.

THE SYLLABUS

- Professional products, tools and hygiene
- Designing your make-up kit
- The basic application that includes all the steps of applying make-up: primer, foundation, concealer, powder, defining eyebrows, eye shadow application, eyeliner, mascara, blusher, lips
- Learn how to apply make-up onto mature skin
- Fashion photographic make-up techniques – including smokey eyes and creative applications suitable for catwalk and fashion shoots
- Blending techniques – using brushes, fingers and sponges
- Eyebrow shaping, defining and pencil art
- Creating illusion with make-up
- Detailed notes are provided on bridal make-up and photo shoots: learn about the industry + how to find work as a make-up artist
- Natural and more dramatic applications – suitable for bridal, special occasions and shoots. We also include Indian bridal make-up (which is different to standard bridal make-up
- False lashes – individual/full sets, using liquid liner
- Colour theory
- Use of unique professional products: primers, cream eye shadow, Liquid eye shadows, shadow magnets etc.
- Speed tests – learn to apply make-up quickly and effectively
- Colour correcting
- Highlighting/corrective techniques
- Lecture and notes: Learn about the industry and how to find work as a make-up artist for bridal make-up work and photo shoots
- Bridal, special occasion, fashion
- Period make-up from 1920 to present day
- Special effects workshop on request by student
- The power of contouring
FULL TIME INTENSIVE MAKE-UP COURSES

Available in Cape Town and Johannesburg

Mondays, Tuesdays and Thursday from 10 – 3 for 6 weeks

These courses are offered to those who would like to study make-up in depth.

Lectures are included during the Full Time Courses, on how to find work as a make-up artists for bridal work and photo shoots (notes are also provided)

A hair workshop is included during this course, to give students the basic tips on what will be expected of them if they choose to include hair as an added service for fashion shoots and bridal make-up work.

A special effects make-up workshop also takes place during these courses.

Time is spent developing students, this is a natural process as students are with us for longer and we have the time to get to know each student and guide them accordingly.

* Please note the syllabus for the Part and Full Time Make-up Courses are the same with the exception of the Full Time Course which has a hair styling workshop and special effects workshop included. Full Time Course students also receive more lessons than the Part Time Course students.
ADVANCED INTENSIVE MAKE-UP COURSES

5 Day Advanced Make-up Course

This course has been designed for qualified more experienced make-up artists who would like to refresh their make-up knowledge with the assistance of our skilled teachers. This course is a great way to break you bad habits and be introduced to fresh techniques and products.

In depth training is provided on this course which includes a high fashion look that is taught step by step to the class.

Period make-up – 1920s to 1990s and fashion make-up (current looks) are covered in great detail. Many make-up schools do teach period make-up, but seldom ensure their students work is of a high enough standards to appear in a magazine. We will ensure you develop your skill to achieve a more polished application of make-up. 40% of current make-up looks in magazines are influenced by period make-up and it’s therefore important to develop these techniques and be able to adapt them to a modern version without creating a theatrical make-up application.

Students can request areas they would like to focus on during these classes. A speed test takes place to ensure student’s applications are not only quick, but also applied to a high standard.

THE SYLLABUS

- Professional products, tools and hygiene
- Fashion photographic make-up techniques – including creative applications
- Blending techniques – using brushes, fingers and sponges
- Creating illusion with make-up
- Speed test
- False lashes – individual and full set
- Highlighting/corrective techniques/colour correcting
- Bridal, special occasion, advanced fashion
- Period make-up from 1920 to present day
- The power of contouring

Certification is provided to all students on completion of the course.
HAIRSTYLING COURSES

Available in Cape Town and Johannesburg

As a make-up artist, you can significantly increase your earning potential by offering hair styling as an added service. This works well for weddings, special events, and photo shoots/model portfolio shoots (test shoots). You will not be expected to colour and cut the hair at photo shoots or special occasion bookings (like a wedding/matric dance) you will need to style the hair and create a suitable look for the occasion or photo shoot. This is what our hair styling courses focus on—just what the industry requires.

This comprehensive hairstyling course is designed for make-up artists who want to get the fundamental techniques of hairstyling, as required for photo shoots and special occasion bookings. No prior hairstyling skill is required. Students will use our professional styling products during classes: hair spray, mousse, root lift spray, silicone, smoothing lotion, gel etc. Students are required to use their own styling tools in class (hair dryer, iron).

HAIR COURSE SYLLABUS

- Tools, products and their usage
- Setting hair in rollers
- Head sections
- Creating straight hair
- Blow dry with curl/volume, blow dry short hair
- Flat iron with root volume, sleek for glossy-looking hair, creating curls
- Creating curls with curling tongs
- Fashion looks: Finger waves, teasing, quick styles for shoots
- Up styles including bridal styles and fashion looks: beehive, buns, French roll
COURSE PRICES AND HOW TO BOOK

2019 PRICES

• **2 Day** Make-up Course:
  R1900.00 **Deposit 50% = R 950.00**

• **4 Day** Make-up Course:
  R4400.00 **Deposit 50% = R 2200.00**

• **8 Day** Make-up Course:
  R5600.00 **Deposit 50% = R 3000.00**

• **Part Time** Make-up Courses (60 Hours):
  R6200.00 **Deposit 50% = R 3100.00**

• **Full Time** Make-up Course (100 Hours): R 9800.00. 3 instalments or less
  R 3267.00 – Deposit, R 3267.00 – First Lesson, R 3266.00 – Mid Course

**Hairstyling Courses:** R 3900.00

**Advance Make-up Course:** R 4500.00

If the listed dates do not work for you book **private make-up lessons** and request times that work for you. We can also accommodate you on Sundays and week evenings if required.

R 1300.00 p/p, per day. If you book 3 or more days: R 1200.00 p/d
R 1100.00 p/p, per day for 2 people. If you book 3 days or more days R 1000.00 p/p.

**Private lessons:** one person per day, 50% deposit = R 650.00 in advance and the balance at the start of the lesson, if 2 people per day, 50% = R 550.00 p/p and the balance at the start of the lesson.

HOW TO BOOK

Pay a 50% deposit to secure your booking. Balance to be paid at the start of the first lesson or before the course starts via EFT.

Please fill out your application form and email or fax it back to us. Our contact details are on the last page on this document.
You will need to arrange friends and family to sit as models for your classes. ANY models are better than no models. Students can work on one another or on their own face if they have not arranged models.

Make-up Stars have a data base of ladies who sit as models for a nominal fee (±R100- R150 per session)

As soon as you have booked for your course you will receive a Course Confirmation Letter and your model times will be included.

Please visit our live website to see the latest dates and times for courses countrywide.
WHAT YOU WILL NEED TO BRING TO CLASS

(All classes apply)

• Camera to take before and after photos
• Own new mascara for use on models in class. Bring whichever mascara works for you
• 2x hand towels (dark shades are more practical). You would need one to display your products on and one to use on our model’s face
• Face cloth (compulsory – used to wipe your hands)
• Face wipes (make-up remover wipes)
• Make-up remover
• Cotton wool pads
• Moisturizer
• Pen and notebook
• Refreshments and snacks (we provide tea and coffee)

Brush kits money – see latest price on our live website

WHAT MAKE-UP STARS WILL SUPPLY FOR ALL CLASSES:

Brush cleaner and latex sponges

Printed notes and notes via email

All professional make-up products for use during class

Tea and coffee – short breaks are given during class
VENUES
Cape Town - Sea Point
Johannesburg: Northcliff
Pretoria - Centurion
Durban - Hillcrest

We are not at the studios unless classes are taking place.

**Centurion:** by appointment only. Please read all course details BEFORE you call or email:
Address:
shop 13 Eco Boulevard Shopping Centre
(Make-up studio inside Gorgeous Hair Salon)
270 Witch Hazel street
Highveld
Centurion

**Northcliff:** by appointment only. Please read all course details BEFORE you call or email:
Address:
Highclifway
Northcliff
Extension 12

CONTACT DETAILS

E-mail: irina@makeupstars.co.za (Cape Town) 079 811 9578
E-mail: kerry@makeupstars.co.za (Durban) 083 629 3527
E-mail: leanmakeupstars@gmail.com (Centurion) 082 574 8480
Email: Margie: margiemakeupstars@gmail.com (Northcliff) 083 288 3403

www.makeupstars.co.za
https://www.facebook.com/makeupstarscourses